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Montana’s

FOREST
ECONOMY
A Roller Coaster Ride Through the
First D ecade of the 21st Century

by Todd A. M organ, Chelsea P. Mclver,
C olin B. Sorenson, Charles E. Keegan III,
a n d Steven W Hayes

X

H E F IR S T D E C A D E O F T H E
21st century offered polar opposites in
terms o f market conditions for Montanas
forest products industry. O f the major
industries in Montana, none was impacted more by the
recession and decline in the U.S. housing industry than
the forest products industry.
While still trying to cope with the 66 percent
reduction o f federal timber harvest volume that occurred
during the 1990s (Figure 1), Montana mills saw some
o f the strongest domestic markets for lumber and
other w ood products. Record high softwood lumber
consumption in the U.S. was driven by more than a
decade o f increased home-building that peaked with
nearly 2.1 million housing starts in 2005 (Figure 2).
Many mills in Montana were unable to capitalize on
these markets, however, because o f timber availability
issues —reduced harvest from federal lands and smaller
harvest reductions from industry lands. Table 1 lists the
major Montana mills that have gone out o f business
since 1990. Com paring the trends in U.S. homebuilding to timber harvest and mill closures in Montana,
one can see that reduced availability o f timber was a
major contributor to industry struggles during a period
when w ood products were in high demand.
The strong w ood products and housing markets
underwent an unprecedented collapse when the
housing bubble burst and U.S. housing starts dropped

to 905,000 in 2008 and then to just 550,000 in 2009.
What became known as the “
Great Recession”began in late
2007 and officially ended in June 2009. However, the U.S.
economy has remained weak through 2011, with housing
starts in 2009, 2010, and 2011 at their lowest levels since the
U.S. Census Bureau began tracking them in 1959.
Through surveys o f the primary forest products industry
conducted every five years, the BBER collects detailed
information on timber harvest, the sawmills, and other
timber-using facilities where timber is processed, as well as the
finished products and w ood residues the mills produce. The
last two major survey years in Montana were 2004 and 2009,
which represent the peak (2004) and trough (2009) o f recent
wood-product market conditions. Following is a comparison
o f industry operations during these two survey years, which
provide insights into Montanas forest products industry.

The Industry in 2004
During 2004, Montanas primary forest products
industry employed more than 9,800 workers, including
workers involved with harvesting timber, processing timber
into primary products like lumber and plywood, and
manufacturing secondary w ood products like doors, furniture,
and cabinets. Earnings for Montanas forest products
industry exceeded $400 million (Spoelma et al. 2008),
which was approximately 9 percent o f Montanas econom ic
base (Polzin 2007).
Montanas primary forest products industry consisted o f
215 active facilities making products with a sales value o f
$1.2 billion in 2004. Montanas sawmill sector was the largest
part o f Montanas forest products industry as measured by
employment, the volume o f timber processed, and the sales

Figure 1

Montana Timber Harvest Volume, 1980-2010

* Other includes state, BLM, and tribal.
Sources: Bureau of Business and Economic Research, The Universityof Montana;
U.S. Forest Service Region One.

Figure 2

New Privately Owned Housing Units Started,
1959-2010

BBER Forest Industry Research Program
The University o f Montanas Bureau o f Business and Econom ic Research (BBER) monitors
Montanas forest products industry on an ongoing basis using survey and other data to report on its
condition and output. In addition, the Forest Industry Research Program collects and analyzes detailed
data on the operations o f the forest products industry through a census o f primary timber-processing
facilities. Primary timber processors include facilities that use raw timber to manufacture products
such as lumber or plywood and facilities like pulp mills and w ood pellet plants that use the w ood
fiber residue from timber processors. This Forest Industries Data Collection System (FIDaCS) was
developed through cooperative efforts with the USDA Forest Services Interior West Forest Inventory
and Analysis (IW-FIA) and Pacific Northwest Research Station Forest Inventory and Analysis program
(PNW-FIA).
FIDaCS characterizes on a state-by-state basis the timber flow, ownership source, volume, and type
o f timber used and the manufacturers using that timber. Mill-level data are combined to create county,
state, and regional summaries while protecting individual firm data.
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Table 1

Montana Mill Closures Since 1990
Employees*

Timber Processed
Annually

188

47

F.H. Stoltze —Dillon

95

21

Flathead Lumber Company
—Poison

70

20

WTD Forest Industries
—Columbia Falls

90

30

1993

Champion International
—Libby

200

126

1994

Crown Pacific —Superior

146

45

Darby Lumber —Darby

55

32

Tricon Lumber —Drummond

50

25

Missoula White Pine Sash
—Missoula

190

22

Louisiana Pacific —Libby

40

30

120

38

Year

Facility and Location

1990

Champion International
—Missoula

1991

1995

MMBFScribner

1996

Crown Pacific
—Thompson Falls

1997

Idaho Pole Company
—Bozeman

10

1

Border Lumber
—Rexford

30

6

JD Lumber Company
—Judith Gap

60

12

Timberline Lumber
—Kalispell

21

10

1998

Darby/Stoltze Lumber
—Darby

90

24

2000

American Timber
—Olney

160

50

2003

Crowder Lumber
—Lewistown

60

5

Stimson —Libby (plywood)

294

44

Louisiana Pacific
—Belgrade

110

34

Vinson Timber
—Trout Creek

65

12

2005

Owens & Hurst
—Eureka

90

23

2007

Stimson (plywood)
—Bonner

300

29

2008

Stimson (sawmill)
—Bonner

142

52

2009

Plum Creek - Ksanka (studs)
—Fortine

83

40

Plum Creek (boards)
||l Pablo___________________

87

41

417

41

3,326

906

2010

Smurfit-Stone Container
—Frenchtown
Totals

2004 vs. 2009 and Beyond

* Includes onlyworkers at mills, not logging and associated sectors. Frompress release at
time of closure.
Source: Bureau of Business and Economic Research, The Universityof Montana.
A
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value o f outputs. The 57 sawmills in Montana produced 1.04
billion board feet o f lumber and other sawn products in 2004,
accounting for nearly 3 percent o f total U.S. softwood lumber
production and just under 2 percent o f U.S. consumption
(WWPA 2005). Com bined sales from the sawmill and
plywood sectors accounted for about $640 million, or 53
percent o f the states primary forest products sales.
The mill residue sector had three major facilities (one pulp
and paper mill, one particleboard plant, and one mediumdensity fiberboard plant) and a handful o f smaller facilities
operating during 2004. Not only do these facilities provide
an outlet for w ood residue from sawmills and plywood plants
and in some cases low-quality timber, but the three largest
have been major employers in the state. The sector as a whole
had sales exceeding $460 million during 2004.
The Montana log home sector had the largest number
o f facilities operating during 2004 and was the largest log
home industry among the western states. Montana log home
facilities had sales o f just under $82 million in 2004 and as
recently as 1998 had more than $ 100 million in sales. The
other sectors o f Montanas primary forest products industry
include manufacturers o f posts, poles, and other roundwood
products, including log furniture. These smaller sectors had
combined sales o f $17 million during 2004.

The severe market conditions, especially in 2009, led to
numerous mill closures and curtailments in Montanas forest
industry. The 2009 census identified only 126 active w ood
products facilities, compared to 215 in 2004. Nine firms
did not participate in the 2009 survey but were assumed
to be operating during 2009. Twenty new w ood processors
were identified in the 2009 census, including eight schools
using woody biomass for heat. Several firms indicated
they no longer used timber and thus shifted to secondary
manufacturing. The net reduction in mills was prevalent
across all sectors o f the industry, including the permanent
closure o f 40 house log and log home manufacturers, 11 post
and pole facilities, 10 sawmills, one plywood mill, and one
bark processor. More than 20 other primary w ood processors
were inactive during 2009 but had not permanently shut
down.
Sales from primary forest products mills fell by more than
50 percent, from $1.2 billion in 2004 to $588 million in
2009 (all figures in current year dollars). Employment in
Montanas forest products industry fell from 9,875 in 2004
to 7,050 workers in 2009 and 6,530 in 2011. Over the same
period, worker earnings declined from $412 million in 2004
to $276 million in 2009 and $256 million in 2011.
Am ong Montanas major basic industries, agriculture, the
federal government, and mining showed increases in value o f
outputs, services, and employment from 2004, while travel
and tourism, transportation, and non-wood manufacturing

2CM 1

showed modest declines (Table 3). Montanas construction
sectors, which were hit hard during the recession, declined by
nearly 30 percent from 2004 to 2011. In contrast, Montanas
forest industry employment fell by 35 percent over that
period.
The changing role o f w ood and paper products in Montana
manufacturing further illustrates the disproportionate impact
o f the housing collapse on the w ood products industry. In
2004, the w ood and paper products sectors (not including
logging) represented the largest segment o f manufacturing
in Montana at 25.9 percent o f statewide manufacturing
employment. Only Maine, with w ood and paper products
at 26.2 percent o f manufacturing employment, had a higher
proportion. By 2009, total manufacturing employment in
Montana had declined by more than 4,000 workers, with
approximately 2,700 o f those losses in w ood products, and
wood and paper products accounted for only 17.8 percent o f
total manufacturing employment in Montana.
No segments o f Montanas forest industry have escaped
the poor market conditions, but two important sectors o f
Montanas industry are closely linked to housing starts - the
sawmill sector and the log home sector. The collapse o f home
building nationwide and the related real estate crisis were
particularly detrimental to these sectors. With U.S. housing
starts falling by 75 percent, and the U.S. consumption o f
softwood lumber dropping by half, lumber production in
Montana fell from more than a billion board feet to just
over 400 million board feet. The sales value o f lumber and
plywood produced in Montana fell to $170 million, a 72
percent reduction from 2004. The log home industry, with
much o f its sales in high-end and recreation property, also saw
an extreme decline in sales, from $82 million in 2004 to $20
million in 2009.
Manufacturers o f posts, poles, and log furniture had sales
drop from $17 million in 2004 to $10 million in 2009.
Because markets for posts, which are used in large part for
agriculture, were relatively strong in 2009, post sales declined
very little over the period, but sales o f log furniture fell
sharply.
The drop in sales value from the residue sector was less
dramatic between 2004 and 2009, with a less than 20 percent
reduction to $384 million in 2009. However, the loss o f
the states only pulp and paper mill and the largest single
wood-using facility in Montana in January 2010 reduced
sales from the residue sector to less than $200 million in
2010 and 2011. These sales reductions more than offset the
modest gains in the lumber and plywood sectors, and total
sales across all o f the primary sectors were below $350 million
for 2010 and 2011. Taken together, these changes also have a
significant impact on Montanas logging sector, land owners,
and managers (see sidebar —Montanas Changing Timber
Harvest).

Table 2

Montana Forest Industry Measures,
2004, 2009, and 2011
2004

2009

2011*

Timber harvestvolume
(million board feet Scribner)

785

373

348

Primaryprocessing capacity
(million board feet Scribner)

934

606

485

Primaryproduct sales value
(million dollars)

$1,199

$589

$313

9,875

7,051

6,530

Measure

Primary &secondary employment
* 2011 values estimated by BBER.

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, 2010.

Table 3

Basic Industry Sectors in Montana, 2010
Employment

Sector

Agriculture

Earnings

(thousands)

33,225

$715,440

Federal Government
(civilian &military)

22,950

$1,842,672

Manufacturing (including
wood & paper products)

20,473

$1,032,034

10,369

$664,485

9,968

$617,364

20,930

$549,500

117,915

$5,421,495

Mining
Transportation
Travel
Total

“
Basic" industries are those that sell goods or services outside the state
or industries (like federal government) that are more heavily influenced
by factors outside, rather than inside, the state.
Sources: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, 2010;
Institute of Tourismand Recreation Research, The Universityof Montana.

Future Outlook
Montanas w ood products industry has endured four very
difficult years, and significant market improvements are
not forecasted until well into 2013. Given the length and
severity o f the downturn, the possibility o f additional mill
closures cannot be dismissed. O n the positive side, however,
Montana is one o f a dwindling number o f western states
with a functional, integrated forest products industry, and
when markets improve there could be substantial, rapid, and
long-term improvement among Montanas remaining forest
industry firms.
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Housing Demand
The very low construction levels o f the past four years are
thought to be contributing to a sizable pent-up demand for
housing in the U.S., and continued growth among emerging
economies (e.g., China, India, and South Korea) will likely
further enhance markets for w ood products. Together, good
markets combined with adequate timber availability could
spur immediate and long-lasting expansion in Montanas
industry. While there has been a loss in timber-processing
capacity during this market downturn, Montana still retains
a diversified industry, with 60 percent o f its pre-recession
(2006) capacity still intact. Capacity utilization in 2011
neared historical lows at 55 percent, indicating mills were
operating at just over half o f their potential. Normal capacity
utilization, given good markets and adequate raw material
supplies, exceeds 80 percent. Thus, the operating level o f
Montanas existing timber processors could nearly double
almost immediately, if timber and labor are available.

recovery, but improved markets alone are not sufficient
to sustain a revitalization o f Montanas forest industry.
An adequate supply o f available timber to harvest and
manufacture into w ood products also is needed. Timber
availability in the future will be a major factor in shaping
recovery and expansion o f Montanas industry.

Insects and Wildfires
In response to the insect epidemics and fires sweeping
the Mountain West, there is a growing recognition that
large acreages o f public and private forest lands are in need
o f treatment. However, such treatments are often costprohibitive without a forest industry, skilled forest workers,
and active mills to recycle those beede-killed and smalldiameter trees into value-added products. This issue has
becom e all too clear for states like Colorado and New Mexico,
where senators like Mark Udall are working to maintain
what litde infrastructure is left in an effort to tackle the
massive swaths o f public and private land impacted by

Expansions and Development
There are numerous previously occupied
industrial sites available in Montana
that could readily accommodate new
mills. However, if markets and timber
availability warrant, expansions
are more likely to occur at existing
mills. Historically, additional capital
investment has led not only to increased
efficiency and product recovery but
also to facility expansion and additional
operating hours and shifts. For example, in the
1970s typical large sawmills in Montana viewed
their capacity as two eight-hour shifts for a 240- to 260-day
operating year. Today, some mills regularly operate three shifts
per day, and most estimate their capacity based on more than
two shifts per day.
Expansion and development o f new facilities could
take place in sectors such as log home plants, which not
only have unused capacity but have relatively low capital
requirements, allowing them to scale up quickly. A return to
expansion in the log home industry would be a major boost
to forest industry employment because it is a labor-intensive
component o f the industry that adds considerable value to
the raw materials it processes. The sectors most important
raw material is standing dead lodgepole pine, which exists in
large quantities in the state but primarily on federal lands.
The limited availability o f lodgepole pine compelled many
Montana log home plants to import logs from Canada rather
than try to purchase local national forest timber. Perhaps with
the massive increases in volumes o f dead and dying lodgepole
pine due to the mountain pine beede, more national forest
timber in Montana will becom e available.
Markets are o f course a necessary part o f a forest industry
6
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insects and disease.
“
Our mills employ hundreds o f Coloradans,
and they provide an irreplaceable service,
; crucial to reducing wildfire risk to
I communities and removing hazardous
I beetle-killed trees near roads, power lines,
trailheads, picnic areas, and campgrounds. ”
—Senator Mark Udall, Colorado
To survive these lean years, Montanas mills
have reduced operating costs, increased efficiency, and
developed new key markets, both domestically and overseas.
Mills like Pyramid Mountain Lumber in Seeley Lake and
Tricon in St. Regis have been in the news lately discussing
how they have diversified their product lines. Pyramids
divergence from the traditional two-by-four stud market has
allowed them to capitalize on the remodeling and decorative
industries. Both Pyramid and Tricon have found markets
for the lower value blue-stain pine com ing out o f forests hit
by the mountain pine beetle —Pyramid with thin pine trim
boards that will eventually be painted, and Tricon with roughcut metric boards used for concrete forms in China.
Several other recent industry developments indicate that
new oudets and applications for w ood products will play a
larger role in the years ahead. Boise, Inc., recently began using
the former Stimson mill site in Bonner to produce pulp chips
for its Wallula, Washington, paper mill, offering Montana
timber owners an outlet for low-quality logs and filling part
o f the void left by the Smurfit-Stone Container closure.
Additionally, firms like Blue Marble Biomaterials in Missoula
and Algae Aqua-Culture Technologies in Columbia Falls are
attracting attention through their use o f w ood as a substitute

GJu a r t e r l y /W i n t e r 2 0 1 1

Montana’
s Changing Timber Harvest
Poor markets have not only had a damaging impact
on industry sectors that process timber, but on Montanas
logging sector as well. From 2009 to 2011, Montanas
annual timber harvest fell to the lowest levels since World
War II. As a result, logging sector employment fell from
roughly 2,200 workers in 2004 to approximately 1,400
in 2011.
The most substantial impact on Montanas industry in
the decade prior to 2004 was the steep reduction o f federal
timber volume during the 1990s, which reduced total
harvest in Montana by more than 400 MMBF Scribner,
or nearly 40 percent. This, coupled with a smaller decline
in industrial private timber availability, led to the loss o f
approximately 600 MMBF Scribner o f the states milling
infrastructure from 1990 to 2004. The decline in national
forest harvest shifted the proportion o f harvest volume
from public lands from over 40 percent in the 1980s to
less than 25 percent in 2004.
There are many factors at work that have caused a major
shift, not only in the quantity o f timber harvested, but also
in the ownership source o f timber and species harvested.
Each o f the major timberland ownership categories and
major species showed a declining harvest between 2004
and 2009. During 2009, private lands accounted for 56
percent o f the harvest, down from 77 percent in 2004, and
the portion from public lands increased to 44 percent in
2009. Clearly, private landowners are very responsive to

for petroleum inputs to produce high-value specialty
chemicals as well as energy and agricultural products.
Blue Marble began as an alternative energy company in
Seattle and moved its biochemical manufacturing facility
to Missoula in 2011. The company specializes in creating
bio-based flavorings and fragrances from non-petroleum raw
materials, including wood. While the startup is still in the
early stages o f development, the company has plans to ramp
up hiring and could employ several dozen Montanans in the
near future.
Algae Aqua-Culture Technologies (AACT) has developed
a strategic relationship with F.H. Stoltze Land & Lumber, a
sawmill and timberland owner in Columbia Falls, by locating
its pilot plant and first commercial-scale facilities (currently
under construction) on Stoltze land adjacent to the lumber
mill. AACT has developed closed-loop systems that use waste
wood generated by Stoltze as feedstock to generate a number
o f products through both biochemical and thermochemical
conversion methods. Their products include a biochar-based

price. The very low prices for lumber and w ood products,
which translated into low prices for timber, had a
disproportionately large influence on private landowners.
Landowners were reluctant to sell timber during 2009,
with prices paid to landowners for timber dropping by
more than 80 percent.
Public land managers respond to price to varying
degrees. Other forest management, legal, and social
factors have a more pronounced influence on harvest
volume and composition, and as a result, harvest levels on
public lands did not fall as much. Other factors on public
lands include requirements to offer a minimum volume
o f timber on an annual basis and timber harvest activities
that are part o f projects to reduce fire hazard, improve
ecosystems conditions, or combat insect epidemics.
Related to the shift in the proportionate ownership
contribution to total harvest was a shift in species, namely
a large increase in the proportion o f lodgepole pine,
from 18 percent o f the harvest in 2004 to 35 percent in
2009. Lodgepole pine has been increasingly subject to a
mountain pine beetle epidemic that threatens virtually all
o f the mature lodgepole pine stands in the state. Attempts
to prevent infection o f healthy trees and salvage dead trees
have caused all ownership categories to increase cutting
o f lodgepole pine. With the largest concentrations o f
lodgepole pine in Montana residing on national forests,
the agency accounts for a larger share o f total harvest.

fertilizer as well as electricity that could be used to satisfy the
energy needs o f the Stoltze mill.
Montanas forest industry remains depressed, but within an
ever-changing landscape o f forest policy, forest landowners,
forest conditions, and markets for w ood products, there may
be new opportunities for one o f Montanas key industries.Q
Todd A. Morgan is the Bureaus director o f forest industry
research, Chelsea P. M clver is a forest industry research assistant,
Colin B. Sorenson is a forest industry research economist,
Charles E. Keegan III is the retired director o f forest industry
research, and Steven W. Hayes is a researchforester.
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How Green is Montana’s Economy?
by Barbara Wagner
E d itor’
s Note: This article is pu blish ed in the M ontana
Business Quarterly courtesy o f the M ontana D epartm ent
o f L abor a n d Industry, Research a n d Analysis Bureau.

H

ig h e n e r g y p r ic e s a n d a
growing recognition o f the intrinsic value
provided by a clean environment have
resulted in businesses and consumers
going “
green”to minimize environmental damage and
reduce energy costs. Many Montana businesses have started
to advertise their products and services as green and to
promote their sustainable business practices in response
to the change in consumer demand. Other businesses are
revamping production processes or making energy-efficient
improvements to their buildings and property to cut
energy costs and save money. The movement toward more
sustainable production and reducing energy use has changed
the way that Montanans do business, and it has resulted
in businesses hiring more workers whose jo b duties are
connected to conservation and environmental protection.
Jobs where the work activity also provides environmental
benefits have been termed “
green jobs.”C om m on examples
o f green jobs are environmental engineers or workers who
produce renewable energy.
The green movement is unlikely to be a passing fad. With a
limited supply and an ever-expanding demand for energy and
natural resources, the cost o f these resources will continue to
B
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increase. Consumers will continue to demand green products,
and businesses will continue to look for ways to reduce
energy costs and eliminate waste in order to increase profits.
In recognition o f the impact o f the green movement on the
economy and workforce, economists and workforce training
professionals are now trying to identify and measure the
number o f green jobs and determine whether Montana workers
have the skills necessary to fulfill their green job duties.

The Definition of Green Jobs
Broadly defined, green jobs are jobs where the work activity
aids in environmental protection, renewable energy generation,
conservation, or restoration. Green jobs are not necessarily
new jobs added to the economy but may be old jobs that have
adopted environmentally friendly practices in response to rising
energy costs and a growing recognition o f the importance o f the
environment in our economy. In this sense, green jobs are not
a new phenomenon but another chapter o f the ever-developing
process to make production more efficient, to reduce costs, and
to eliminate unnecessary waste.
Although the general concept o f green jobs is understood,
the definition o f green jobs remains stubbornly nebulous in
the specifics. Many green jobs can only be considered green
in relation to other practices or products. For example, the
coal industry conducts research and makes infrastructure
improvements to improve the efficiency o f coal power and
reduce carbon emissions. Coal could be considered green
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in comparison to the production o f coal-powered energy in
the past. Yet, coal-powered energy is not considered green
because there are cleaner renewable alternatives. As new
technologies are developed, the definition o f green jobs will
change.
Green jobs cut across the boundaries o f industries and
occupations. There are som e industries that are considered
green —such as wind-powered energy —that lie fully
within the green jobs sphere. Yet, even within a green
industry, there are payroll clerks, accountants, janitors, and
others who do not perform tasks that directly impact the
environment. These workers may be considered green to the
extent that they work in green industries but are not green
with respect to job duties.
In order to count the green jobs in Montana, a standard
definition was adopted. Figure 1 provides the detailed
definition. There are two important aspects to the definition.
First, the definition is focused on the green work activity
at the job level, not on the greenness o f the industry. For
example, an environmental engineer who prevented oil spills
in the oil and gas industry could be considered green because
the work effort reduced pollution and mitigated waste, even
though the oil and gas industry is not considered green.
Second, the green work activity needs to be related to the
production o f a good or service, not incidental to the job.
Recycling office paper or riding a bike to work are personal
choices designed to reduce an individuals environmental
impact, but these activities are not related to the employees
work effort that produces the good or service provided by
the business. However, an office manager who organized the
offices recycling efforts or coordinated office carpools as a part
o f his paid job duties would be considered green because the
green activity is a part o f his primary work effort. In other
words, the worker must get paid for doing the green work
activity.

Green Jobs in Montana

Figure 1

Definition o f Green Jobs
A green job is one in which an employee produces a product
or service that improves energy efficiency, expands the
use of renewable energy, and/or supports environmental
sustainability.
S ix d istin ct a r e a s w e r e defined:
• pollution, waste, and greenhouse gas management,
prevention, and reduction;
• energy efficiency and conservation;
• environmental cleanup and restoration, and waste
cleanup and mitigation;
• renewable energy and alternative fuels;
• education, regulation, compliance, public awareness,
training, and energy trading; and
• sustainable agriculture and natural resource
conservation.

Table 1

Montana Green Jobs by Industry
Percent of Industry
Jobs that are Green

Construction

3,996

15.90%

Public Administration

2,612

6.50%

Professional andTechnical Services

2,496

13.30%

Manufacturing

1,241

7.70%

Administrative and Waste Services

1,079

5.70%

Agriculture, Forestry, Rshing,
and Hunting

1,043

23.50%

OtherServices,
except Public Administration

783

5.10%

All other Industries

The Montana Department o f Labor and Industry recently
completed a project to determine the number o f green jobs
in Montana and across five other partnering states. The goal
o f the project was to determine whether a green job required
more specialized training or additional knowledge than a
traditional job. If so, education and training programs could
be developed that would help Montanas workers be prepared
for future green jobs. The research found that 4.5 percent o f
Montanas jobs are green jobs, which is slighdy higher than
the rate found in Utah, Nebraska, and South Dakota but
lower than the rate found in Iowa and Wyoming.
The research found that more than 4.5 percent o f
Montanas payroll jobs are green, based on a survey mailed
to over 8,000 Montana business establishments. More than
4,700 Montana businesses filled out the survey, with usable
surveys representing 49.2 percent o f the mailed surveys. About

Number of
Green Jobs

Industry

5,856

Source: Research and Analysis Bureau, Montana Department of
Labor and Industry.

19,000 Montana jobs are considered green, which makes the
number o f green jobs similar in size as the Administrative and
Waste Services Sector.
However, the green sector is not a separate industry o f the
economy, but cuts across all industries. Green jobs exist in every
industry, with Construction and Public Administration having
the largest number o f green jobs. The highest concentration
o f green jobs occurs in the Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing,
and Hunting industry. This industry depends on the health
o f Montanas natural resources for long-term profitability
and therefore has a greater incentive to participate in the
conservation and preservation o f the environment. Table 1
shows the industries with the largest number o f green jobs.
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Figure 3

Educational Requirements
of Green Jobs in Montana

F igure 2

Percent o f Time Dedicated to Green Activities

Table 2

Montana Green Jobs
by Size of Employers
Number of Green
Jobs

Percent of Jobs
that are Green

.5to < 10employees

7,751

8.50%

10to <50 employees

5,939

4.10%

50 and More Employees

5,417

2.90%

Number of Employees
Hired by Business

Source: Research and Analysis Bureau, Montana Department
of Labor and Industry.

Source: Research and Analysis Bureau, Montana Department of Labor and Industry.

Workers in green jobs do not spend all o f their time in
green activities —m ost green jobs only require a portion
o f time to be dedicated to green activities. For example,
a plum ber may spend a portion o f work time installing
energy-efficient heating systems but spends the majority o f
time installing conventional technologies. M ost green jobs
(44 percent) report that green activities comprise less than
50 percent o f the work time. Approximately 22 percent o f
green jobs require workers to spend all o f their work time in
green activities (Figure 2).
One o f the primary goals o f the survey research was
to determine whether Montanas workforce has the
education and training needed to fulfill the duties
required o f green workers. In terms o f education
requirements, green jobs do not require more
education than all Montana jobs. Figure 3 illustrates
the educational requirements o f green jobs in
Montana. O f the green jobs where the education
was reported, 27 percent require a post-secondary
education level o f an associates degree or higher,
which is a proportion

ID
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similar to all Montana jobs. The remainder may require work
experience, apprenticeships, or trade certification, but do
not require a degree past high school. However, green jobs
are more likely to require a graduate or professional degree.
According to data for the 2009 Occupational Employment
Statistics, approximately 2 percent o f Montana jobs require a
graduate or professional degree, while 6 percent o f green jobs
require this level o f education.
Businesses also were asked if any special certifications
or licenses were required for green jobs. Approximately 14
percent o f green jobs required some sort o f certification
or licensure. The reported licenses and certifications
included ones comm only associated with green jobs,
.. such as Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED), Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA), Heating, Ventilation, and
Air Conditioning (HVAC), hazardous material
t (HAZMAT), and Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) certifications. In addition, the reported
licenses and certificates also included some general
certifications that are required for both green and

2D1 1

Table 3

Occupations with Most Green Job Growth
Rank

Occupation

Training Required

2010 Average
Annual Wage

Green Job Growth
2010 to 2020

Percent of Time Spent
in Green Activities

1

Heating, AirConditioning, and Refrigeration
Mechanics and Installers

Postsecondary vocational training

$38,510

228

More than 50%

2

Electricians

Long-term 0JT

50,463

124

Less than 50%

3

Landscaping and Groundskeeping Workers

Short-term OJT

25,023

82

More than 50%

4

Insulation Workers, Roor, Ceiling, and Wall

Moderate OJT

32,668

68

5

Waterand Liquid Waste Treatment Plant and
System Operators

Long-term OJT

32,771

68

More than 50%

6

Construction Laborers

Moderate OJT

35,487

66

Less than 50%

7

Production Workers, All Other

Moderate OJT

23,636

65

See note.

8

Plumbers, Pipefitters, and Steamfitters

Long-term OJT

51,299

59

"k

9

Refuse and Recyclable Material Collectors

Short-term OJT

31,427

58

100%

10

Rrst-Line Supervisors/Managers of
Construction Trades and Extraction Workers

Work Experience

53,417

52

Less than 50%

11

Hazardous Materials Removal Workers

Moderate OJT

31,496

48

12

Installation, Maintenance, and Repair
Workers, All Other

Moderate OJT

33,836

48

Jc

13

Civil Engineers

Bachelor’
s degree

65,368

43

Less than 50%

14

Glaziers

Long-term OJT

32,600

40

15

Carpenters

Long-term OJT

35,638

37

★

★

k

Less than 50%

Note: Production workers were either reported as spending less than half of their time on green activities, or spending 100percent of theirtime on green activities.
*Estimates notsignificant at the 95 percent confidence level.
Source: Research and Analysis Bureau, Montana Department of Labor and Industry.

non-green workers in a certain occupation, such as pesticide
application, professional engineer license, electricians license,
commercial drivers license, or other permits required by the
state in order to conduct business in a profession.
Small businesses are more likely to have green employment.
Table 2 shows the number and percentage o f green jobs by
the size class o f the employer. Small businesses with fewer
than 10 employees had the highest number o f green jobs,
with 7,751 green jobs, or about 8.5 percent o f all Montana
jobs in businesses with fewer than 10 employees. Large
employers, or those with 50 or more employees, reported
only about 3 percent o f their jobs as green. However, these
businesses hire a large number o f employees, so the number o f
green jobs among large employers is still sizeable.
Workers interested in making a positive environmental
impact in their occupations will be pleased to know that green
jobs are projected to grow by 100 jobs per year through 2012,
then 260 jobs per year through 2020. Workers also will be
needed to replace people who retire or move to other jobs.
Including replacement needs, the total number o f green jobs
openings each year is expected to exceed 500. At this rate o f
growth, green jobs are expected to grow slightly faster than
all jobs in Montana for the next 10 years. Green jobs are

expected to grow at 1.1 percent per year, while all jobs are
expected to grow at 0.9 percent per year. However, the higher
growth rate is likely because green jobs are concentrated
in industries and occupations that are expected to recover
from the recession more quickly than other industries, not
necessarily because the jobs are green. The 15 occupations
with the most growth in green jobs are shown in Table 3.
With a limited supply and an ever-increasing demand for
energy and natural resources, both businesses and consumers
will continue to look for ways for our econom y to be more
efficient and more green. Sustainable practices cannot
be implemented without a properly trained workforce.
With the research reviewed in this article, the Montana
Department o f Labor and Industry generated a baseline
to evaluate our green workforce and to ensure that our
econom y has the workers necessary to compete in the global
marketplace. More information on green jobs in Montana
and in the five other partnering states, as well as other
research included in the project, is available at
www.researchingthegreeneconomy.com.G
Barbara Wagner is the senior economist at the Montana
Department o f Labor and Industry.
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Innovators and Job Creators
Montana’s Second-Stage Businesses
are Thriving in a Down Economy
by Christina Henderson

T

h e p r o sp e c ts f o r a q u ic k r e c o v e r y
from this recession may be bleak, but dotting
Montanas econom ic landscape are businesses
that are thriving despite challenging times.
As the downturn leads large corporations to freeze hiring
and forces many mom-and-pop shops to close their doors,
some growing companies are adding employees, expanding
facilities, and raking in revenues at an impressive pace. These
high-growth businesses are referred to by some researchers
as “
second-stage”companies, and a number o f public
and nonprofit leaders who serve Montana businesses are
recognizing the importance o f the businesses o f this sector and
developing programs to meet their needs.
The Edward Lowe Foundation, a nonprofit research and
training center dedicated to supporting entrepreneurship,
defines second-stage companies as privately held businesses
that have between 10 and 99 employees, revenue greater
than $ 1 million, and a desire to grow. The foundation divides
businesses into stages based on the number o f employees.
Relative to their numbers, second-stage businesses pack the
biggest econom ic punch in terms o f job creation.

12

Montana Business Quar

In Montana, second-stage businesses made up less
than 8 percent o f business establishments between 2006
and 2008 but were responsible for the largest number
o f jobs —nearly 40 percent (Figure 1). Smaller Stage 1
businesses with between two and nine employees were
also big employers in the state, with about 37 percent o f
jobs during the same period. Self-employed individuals
made up around 40 percent o f establishments, with just
under 9 percent o f jobs. Stage 3 businesses with between
100 and 499 employees and Stage 4 businesses with
more than 500 employees are m uch less com m on in
Montana, representing less than 1 percent o f establishments
com bined and creating around 9 percent and 6 percent o f
jobs, respectively.
Altogether, businesses with fewer than 100 employees
represented m ore than 85 percent o f the jobs in Montana
from 2006-2008. Small businesses have a bigger impact
on em ployment in Montana than in the U.S. as a whole,
where companies with fewer than 100 employees were
responsible for around 73 percent o f jobs (Figure 2).

To Grow or Not to Grow?

Figure 1

Montana Business Establishments
by Number o f Jobs, 2006-2008

Why do second-stage companies have an outsized impact
on job creation? A key answer lies in their desire and capacity
to grow. Though a com m on assumption is that most startup
founders launch businesses in their garages with aspirations o f
building giant corporations, this is not usually the case.
Many people start businesses because they want to be selfemployed, and creating jobs for other people isn’
t a priority.
Some small businesses provide jobs in the community, but
their growth is limited because o f the trade areas they serve.
One o f every two new businesses in America is home-based,
and almost half (46 percent) o f new businesses that are
founded and manage to stay alive for five years are started
as and remain home-based businesses (Shane, 2008). In
contrast, second-stage companies are engaged in sustained,
profitable expansion.

Source: The Edward Lowe Foundation.

Higros
The idea that a handful o f high-growth companies generate
the largest percentage o f jobs was first advanced by M IT
economist David Birch in the 1980s and ’
90s. Birch found
that rapidly growing firms, which he termed “
gazelles,”
represented roughly 4 percent o f all firms and accounted
for 70 percent o f all new jobs. Gazelles were better job
creators than “
elephants”like Wal-Mart or “
mice”like the
mom-and-pop store. Birch’
s work prom pted extensive
international research that confirmed many o f his findings
(Zumbrun, 2009).
A 2010 survey conducted in Pennsylvania o f more than
a half a million firms over a multi-year period —along
with interviews o f C E O s at 600 high-growth firms —also
illustrated the outsized economic impact o f high-growth
businesses. The survey findings showed that in Pennsylvania’
s
economy, 97 percent o f job growth came from existing firms
expanding rather than companies opening or relocating. O f
the net new jobs added between 2006 and 2009, more than
90 percent were created by less than 1 percent o f firm ssa
subset o f high-growth companies referred to as “
higros”
(Kunkle, 2010).
The study found that higros shared a com m on set o f traits.
They were usually at least 10 years old and had more than
50 employees. Rarely were they start-ups or very small firms.
Exceptional growth companies grew in diverse geographic
locations —regardless o f local infrastructure or labor markets.
They operated in varied sectors and were more likely to be
found in traditional industries than in high-tech clusters.
Higros were more involved in global markets, more likely to
add innovative services, and were four times more likely to
relocate to sustain growth, though 90 percent o f the time the
new location was within 50 miles o f the old one.
While researchers use slightly different terminology to
describe job-creating companies, all point to essentially

Figure 2

U.S. Business Establishments
by Number of Jobs, 2006-2008

Source: The Edward Lowe Foundation.

Table 1

Montana Business Establishments by Size, 2008
Business Size
(Number of Employees)

Total Establishments

Total Jobs

Self employed (1)

34,169

34,169

Stage 1(2-9)

45,257

138,775

6,362

139,311

211

34,005

21

21,999

Stage 2 (10-99)
Stage 3 (100-499)
Stage 4 (500+)

Source: Edward Lowe Foundation, www.youreconomy.org.
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Nomad Global
Communication
Solutions
Company Propelled into
Next Phase of Growth

N

omad Global Communication Solutions was born in
a barn —a borrowed one at that. But the company’
s
four young founders weren’
t fazed by manufacturing their
high-tech vehicles in humble surroundings. Rather, their
challenge was that the fledgling business quickly outgrew the
barn and each subsequent location. It took six moves in nine
years, but C E O W ill Schmautz and his business partners have
finally found a 25,000-square-foot building in Columbia Falls
big enough to accommodate their fast-growing company.
The story o f N om ad’
s rise has becom e legendary in western
Montana business circles. Schmautz, his brother Seth, and
pals Shane Ackerly and Clay Binford were all in their 20s
when they worked together as summer rafting guides in the
Flathead. While helping to bus wildfire-fighting crews to
remote camps, the men had the idea to develop a mobile
command center that would help firefighters make phone
calls home.
Convinced their plan could work, the foursome launched
Nomad Global Communication Solutions in 2002.
They scraped together funding for a prototype, collecting
telephones, Internet, GPS, satellite hookups, and other
technology.
During wildfire season, the partners rented out their new
mobile communications center to various remote command

the same pool o f businesses and draw similar conclusions
about their econom ic impact on communities. Second-stage
businesses are high-growth businesses.
If high-growth firms are so profitable, how can we create
more o f them? High-growth companies share com m on
needs and are generally underserved by typical econom ic
development programs that focus on new startups, small
businesses, or struggling companies. The Pennsylvania study
found that higros faced similar challenges —for example,
finding adequate space, funding expansion, developing
management talent, overcoming delays in permitting,

1-4
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posts, but they soon discovered the real demand for their
system lay in slightly different markets.
N om ad’
s lucrative new business model involved custom
building mobile communication centers for disaster response,
emergency preparedness, law enforcement, or military
applications. The company assembled made-to-order SUVs,
trailers, and trucks from the ground up, packing them with
state-of-the-art satellite audio, video, and data technology
tailored to each clien t’
s needs.
Little did they know how fast demand for N om ad’
s
systems w ould soar. The partners were challenged to com e
up with adequate cash to fund the growth, to tackle the
logistics o f meeting new orders, and to develop enough
skilled managers to lead the workforce. But Nom ad cleared
each hurdle along the way.
Schmautz attributes much o f N om ad’
s success to a
network o f supporters throughout Montana. “
We have gotten

marketing their services, and maintaining competitiveness as
markets changed. High-growth businesses wished for easier
access to information about available support programs and
greater speed and efficiency from service providers. They
wanted input into policy issues that affect their businesses but
were often too busy working on their companies to advocate
for themselves in the political sphere. Top leaders at highgrowth companies also had a need to network and learn best
practices from other high-growth firms —a need that is not
usually met by typical business networking events.

201 1

^ We have gotten amazing
support at nearly every level.
We started here because we
have roots here. ^
- Will Schmautz
CEO, Nomad Global Communication Solutions

amazing support at nearly every level,”he said. “
We started
here because we have roots here. Three o f the four founders
were born in the Valley —Kalispell and Bigfork. Considering
the logistical challenges, the Flathead Valley may not be the
perfect place for a business like ours. But we thought we
would have good foundational backing —bank relationships,
help from business owners, etc.”This hunch proved true
as local partners like Valley Bank and Montana West
Econom ic Development have stepped up to help support the
com pany’
s growth.
Schmautz is also pleased with the response Nomad has had
from state officials over the years. Senators Max Baucus and
Jon Tester and Representative Denny Rehberg have visited the
company and offered to help. Schmautz notes that Jon Tester
has been an exceptional advocate, arranging meetings at the
federal level that were highly effective in opening up new
business opportunities.

In 2010, Nomad landed a contract with the U.S. Army
Corps o f Engineers to build 18 disaster response vehicles.
Schmautz cites the deal as a defining moment that propelled
the company into the next phase o f growth. The Corps
contract put Nomad on the map nationally and opened the
door to six additional contracts with the Federal Aviation
Administration, Department o f Veteran Affairs, Bureau o f
Indian Affairs, U.S. Army Aviation Technical Test Center,
U.S. Navy, and U.S. Customs and Border Protection.
From 2009 to 2010, Nom ads revenues grew 265 percent.
From 2010 to 2011, revenues were up another 65 percent.
In 2008, the company employed around 30 people; today it
employs almost 80.
N om ad’
s current facility near Glacier Park International
Airport is close to optimal and has room to grow, Schmautz
says. That’
s good, because the company is unlikely to slow
down anytime soon. “
When I consider our market and
opportunities, it feels unlimited,”he said.

Taking Care o f Home Grown Companies

provide information and networking opportunities for Montana

entrepreneurs.
Montana’
s leaders seem to be recognizing the significance
The Governor’
s Office o f Economic Development provides a
o f small businesses to the state’
s economy and o f providing
variety
o
f
business
resources, including a Business Expansion and
resources and technical assistance to Montana entrepreneurs
Retention
(BEAR)
program in partnership with the Montana
who want to expand their companies. Sen. Max Baucus hosts
Department
o
f
Commerce,
the Montana Department o f Labor,
statewide economic development summits designed to connect
and Montana Economic Developers Association (MEDA).
Montana businesses with potential investors and partners and
recently launched a “
Montana Jobs Economic Engine Initiative” The BEAR program conducts free, confidential interviews with
businesses throughout the state, assessing business needs and
that “
aims to elevate the profile o f businesses creating jobs at a
identifying state, regional, and local resources that can help
time when Montana needs it most.”Sen. Jon Tester launched
owners improve or expand their companies.
a series o f small business opportunity workshops in the state to
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TicketPrinting.com
Wheatland County’s Largest Employer Lives Online

H

arlowton, Montana, population 997, hardly seems a
likely location for a fast-growing Internet company.
But because o f the great equalizing power o f the World
W ide Web, TicketPrinting.com has become a leader in the
ticket printing industry, employing 25 people in Montana.
With 18 workers at its Harlowton production facility,
TicketPrinting.com is the largest commercial employer
in Wheatland County. A handful o f executives, software
engineers, and customer service representatives work from
various locations throughout the state.
Founded in 1997 by former IBM software architect Mike
Yinger, TicketPrinting.com began with Y inger’
s desire to travel
less and launch a business he could run from his home base
in Bozeman. He approached the Bigfork Summer Playhouse
and asked, “
Whats difficult for you?”Their answer? Ticket
printing. So Yinger developed software that allowed customers
like community theaters, small concert venues, or nonprofit
groups to print their own event or raffle tickets. Buyers liked
the software but had a hard time finding perforated ticket
paper. So Yinger started selling that, too. Eventually he yielded
to customers’requests that he print their tickets for them and
opened a production facility in 2001.
Through the TicketPrinting.com website, groups hosting
performances or fundraisers can choose a design, enter their
event information, view a proof, submit payment, and have
their tickets printed and shipped within a few days.
C E O and co-owner Lance Trebesch joined
TicketPrinting.com in 2007, bringing nearly 20 years
o f experience in successful technology start-ups. Trebesch
explained that in addition to the lower costs o f being located
in a small town, the workforce in Harlowton is a tremendous
asset. “
The ranching, small-town values o f our employees are a
real competitive advantage.”
Effective online marketing is also crucial for
TicketPrinting.com, as nearly 100 percent o f sales com e
16
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through its website. The company was a frontrunner in its
use o f search engine optimization, a process that improves
the visibility o f a website. Trebesch targets between 30 and 40
keywords customers type into search engines when sourcing
tickets for their events, and TicketPrinting.com holds the
number one spot for essential search terms like “
ticket
printing.”
Though doing business in Montana has many advantages,
TicketPrinting.com has faced its share o f challenges, too. Slow
broadband speeds and not enough bandwidth to support
the systems aggravates customers and affects the business
adversely, Trebesch says.
Attracting good software engineers to Montana to
help maintain and upgrade the technology behind
TicketPrinting.com can be difficult, though Trebesch points
out that even big companies like G oogle struggle to compete
for such talent.
Raising the necessary capital to support growth has also
been another challenge for TicketPrinting.com, Trebesch said.
For Montana banks that are used to dealing with industries
like agriculture, real estate, or natural resources, funding hightech businesses is often perceived as too risky.
TicketPrinting.com has been a client o f TechRanch, the
business incubator in Bozeman, a relationship that Trebesch
describes as instrumental in helping the founder firm up
the business. The company is also connected to a network
o f business people throughout the state who have served as
advisers and mentors.
TicketPrinting.com continues to thrive, expanding
its services and its global reach. A new website called
TicketRiver.com allows customers to set up accounts
online where they can market and sell tickets to events.
TicketPrinting.com has subsidiaries in the United Kingdom
and Australia and plans to open another in Canada in the
next month.
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monthly to share challenges and experiences with their peers
in a confidential forum. Trained facilitators guide the C E O s
through a structured protocol that encourages members to
help each other by speaking from experience, rather than
giving advice. Parson thought the PeerSpectives program
would fit well in Kalispell and launched his first roundtable in
September 2010 with 10 members from a variety o f sectors -||
manufacturing, service industries, and retail.

” Typically these
businesses aren’
t just
trying to figure out how
to keep their doors open.
They are growing, and
they re trying to figure
out how to manage that
growth. They re trying to
find ways to be proactive
in a down economy.
- Chris Parson
Director, Kalispell SBDC

A growing number o f Montana econom ic development
professionals are working with second-stage companies
to meet their unique needs. Others have made a point o f
establishing relationships with job-creating companies over
t use the
the years and helping them grow, even if they don’
term “
second stage.”

PeerSpectives
As director o f the Kalispell Small Business Development
Center (SBDC) serving Lake, Flathead, and Lincoln counties,
Chris Parson has met with a lot o f Montana businesses.
Like his colleagues at SBD Cs across the state, Parson assists
entrepreneurs and small businesses with business plan
development, financial management, marketing, and other
technical skills. A few years ago, he noticed a segment o f local
businesses that was underserved —second-stage companies.
The SB D C has lots o f tools for startups —first- and
second- year businesses getting going —but not as many tools
for those second-stage companies, Parson says.
As I did my research, I started to figure out that peer
learning is what these businesses want. They don’
t necessarily
have the time to go sit in classes, nor do they want to. They
would rather learn from somebody who is facing the same
challenges they do. There are lots o f networking groups out
there. But there isn’
t the peer-on-peer learning environment
they are hungry for.”
So Parson set out to create that type o f environment. He
attended an Edward Lowe Foundation retreat sponsored by
the U.S. Chamber o f Com m erce where he learned about
the PeerSpectives program for second-stage entrepreneurs.
PeerSpectives brings together round tables o f eight to 12
business executives from noncompeting industries who meet

The PeerSpectives sessions addressed a variety o f topics
initiated by group members, including how to hire the right
person, how to deal with a business partner, what works in
advertising and marketing, whether to buy a building, and
how to plan for growth in a down economy. Participants
indicated high levels o f satisfaction with PeerSpectives on
evaluations completed at the end o f the year, and a majority
o f the inaugural class has signed on for a second year.
Parson has noticed that a desire and intent to grow is a key
difference for the second-stage companies he encounters.
“
Typically these businesses aren’
t just trying to figure
out how to keep their doors open,”Parson says. “
They are
growing, and they’
re trying to figure out how to manage that
growth. They’
re trying to find ways to be proactive in a down
econom y rather than waiting for something to happen and
being reactive. They haven’
t relied on the Flathead Valley to
be their only sales. They have figured out how to diversify
beyond the immediate area. They spread their ability to serve
more clients and are truly entrepreneurial. That’
s what these
second-stage companies do. They don’
t limit themselves to
one little area.”
In addition to expanding PeerSpectives in Kalispell, Parson
is also helping to launch peer roundtables in other Montana
cities. For more information, contact one o f the following:
Billings

Kalispell

Rebecca Hedegaard
(406)254-6014

Chris Parson
(406)758-2802

rebecca@bigskyeda.org

sbdc@kalispellcham ber.com

Butte

Missoula

Julie Jaksha

Brigitta Miranda-Freer
(406)541-6461
bfreer@missoulaworks.org

(406)782-7333
jjaksha@headwatersrcd.org

Economic Gardening
One econom ic development philosophy gaining traction
nationwide is econom ic gardening. As opposed to a
traditional “
hunting”strategy o f econom ic development that
focuses on offering tax breaks or other incentives to attract
companies from outside the community, econom ic gardening
focuses on helping existing local businesses become larger
(Edward Lowe Foundation, 2011). The idea is that businesses
need the following things to grow:
Inform ation - market intelligence such as high-powered
databases, GIS software, or Search Engine Optimization tools
to help develop growth strategies and find new customers;
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Big Equipment Company
A Tractor Business Reborn

T

he w orld’
s largest tractor was made in Havre,
Montana, in 1977. Big Bud 747 weighs 100,000
pounds. Its 16-cylinder engine puts out 900-plus
horsepower. By comparison, a John Deere 9630 has 530
horsepower and weighs 37,000 pounds. Big Bud 747
works 15 acres per hour; a typical tractor might cover
15 acres in a 10-hour day. N ow owned by the Williams
Brothers o f Big Sandy, Big Bud is the star attraction at
a farm museum in northeastern Iowa and draws 30,000
visitors a year.
Ron Harmon, the Montana entrepreneur who gave life
to the w orld’
s largest tractor, bought the manufacturer Big
Bud Inc. in 1975. Big Bud tractors were unique because
they used industrial engines that could be changed or
upgraded. Harmon improved the design so multiple
components —engine, transmission, or drive train —could
be pulled out and worked on.
Harmons innovations led to big growth. In a few
years, Big Bud Inc. employed 200 people in Havre and
manufactured 120 tractors a year. But in the early ’
80s,
the com pany’
s trajectory took a dive when a problem with
a supplier delayed production by nine months. Big Bud
Inc. fell into bankruptcy, and Harmon was forced to lay
off most o f his employees.
But the company stayed alive. Harmon credits the
governments o f Havre and Hill County, and especially
Bear Paw Development, for getting Big Bud Inc. through
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those hard times. “
If not for Bear Paw’
s assistance, I think
we would have lost all the Big Bud employees,”Harmon
said. “
There wasn’
t anybody willing to finance anything.
We had a huge amount o f debt.”
With help from Bear Paw, Harmon received three
Community Development Block Grant loans and saved
the company. He expanded to include a Case-International
Harvester dealership, which he sold to Meissner Brothers
in 1985 (nowTorgerson’
s).
In 1994, Harmon left Meissner and established Big
Equipment Company, specializing in refurbishing highhorsepower tractors. Thanks to the recession and Harm on’
s
flexible design, Big Equipment created a profitable niche
outfitting original Big Buds with new technology like
auto steer, GPS, or systems that meet EPA requirements.
Instead o f buying a new tractor for $300,000 - $400,000,
clients can buy a remanufactured Big Bud for $100,000.
B ig Equipm ent’
s workforce has grown from five to
18 since 2005. Revenues in 2011 were more than $5
million. Harmon exports to nine countries and was named
Montana Exporter o f the Year in 2008.
Ron Harmon never gave up in the face o f failure,
instead reinventing himself and the Big Bud brand. He
makes it clear he didn’
t do it alone. “
Bear Paw Development
supported us when no one else would. We need more o f
that in the state. Otherwise, it will be very difficult for
anybody with a great idea to get it off the ground.”
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Infrastructure - both physical infrastructure and quality
o f life;
Connections - with other companies or resource providers
that could facilitate their growth.
Economic gardening is taking root in Montana, too. The
Montana Economic Developers Association made economic
gardening the topic o f their fall 2011 conference in Kalispell.
The Bitter Root Economic Development District (BREDD),
which serves Mineral, Missoula, and Ravalli counties,
secured funding from the U.S. Econom ic Development
Administration and others to explore how economic
gardening might help grow local businesses and provide
economic stability for the region.
According to BREDD s executive director, Marcy
Allen, the organizations effort is targeting high-growth
entrepreneurs, but some accommodations may be necessary to
make the system work in a rural state like Montana.
“
What were finding out is that the traditional definition
o f second-stage companies —10-99 employees, more than
$ 1 million in revenues —may be too limiting to a rural
community,”Allen said. “
Were looking for companies that
want to grow, are exporting something, and have established
management. We may look at companies that are five people.
Were trying not to stay within the confines o f that traditional
definition.”
BREDD s emerging strategic plan will likely target two
groups:
• Emergent Stage 1 or 2 entrepreneurs with strong growth
orientation, and
• Experienced individuals actively engaged in or
considering self-employment or venture startups.
One o f the key characteristics o f econom ic gardening is
its focus on providing businesses with market intelligence,
and Allen believes this is a crucial piece that’
s missing from
the current entrepreneurial support system. BREDD s
pilot economic gardening program is focused on enabling
companies to use high-level expertise to explore new markets
and growth strategies. For example, the team might help a
business learn more about its competitors, create a marketing
pitch for potential investors, or access a patent lawyer who
can help them protect their intellectual property.

are looking for additional markets and new ways to grow their
companies.
One need Bear Paw fills for growing businesses is providing
gap financing —loaning money to entrepreneurs with plans to
start or grow businesses who, for various reasons, are unable
to get all their financial needs met by the private market. For
example, a business owner may have a difficult credit history
or be in an industry that is perceived as risky by a traditional
bank and thus not be eligible for a large enough loan. This
service has proved crucial to many businesses on the Hi-Line
launching and expanding.
“
If you look at the portfolio o f current projects that we
have in our loan department, we have anywhere from 65 to
80 active companies that are using financing from Bear Paw
Development to meet their business growth needs,”Tuss says.
t count the multiple companies that have used
“
That doesn’
our financing and graduated and are getting their current
needs met by a bank. Over the years there are hundreds
o f companies who have been served.”(see sidebar —Big
Equipment Company: A Tractor Business Reborn).

Looking for Opportunities
Though it may seem counterintuitive that an economic
downturn is a good time to start or grow a company,
M ontana’
s second-stage entrepreneurs are proving that
it’
s possible to create jobs and wealth, even in hard times.
Professionals who work with these companies see this as an
ideal time to step up and support Montana businesses with
high growth potential.
“
Now is the time —in a recession —where you see people
looking for opportunities,”says BRED D ’
s Allen. “
Economies
like Silicon Valley were born in a recession. If we can develop
a robust entrepreneurship system here, then we can capitalize
on the opportunities they are going to create for new jobs and
private investment.”
LJ
Christina Henderson is the marketing director at The
University o f Montana Bureau ofBusiness and Economic Research.
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More Native Montanans
in East than West
by Jam es T. Sylvester

hen traveling across Montana, one often
sees bumper stickers proclaiming the
driver is a native Montanan. Native status
is often a bragging point at Montana
gatherings. In some counties, most people at gatherings are
native Montanans, but in other counties natives are a rare
event. The U.S. Census Bureaus American Community
Survey (ACS) can be used to document the native population
for each county.
Recently released ACS estimates suggest that about 54
percent o f Montanans were born in Montana. Figure 1
shows how each Montana county compares to the ACS
estimate. Residents o f most western Montana counties
are native in proportions significantly below the Montana
estimate. The only exceptions are Lake, Butte-Silver Bow, and
Anaconda-Deer Lodge counties, with proportions about the
state average. Lake County is home o f the Flathead Indian
Reservation, and tribal members tend to remain near their
birthplaces for tribal benefits. The Butte-Anaconda area

W

matches the demographic profile o f the average Montanan.
Powell and Jefferson counties have significantly more native
residents than the state average o f 54 percent. Beaverhead,
Madison, Gallatin, and Park counties have relatively fewer
Montana natives as residents. All o f the counties with
fewer natives experienced significant migration from out o f
Montana during the 1990s and early 2000s. Powell County
is a county with stable population. Most o f the migration
experienced by Jefferson County is from other Montana
counties, particularly Lewis and Clark County.
Most o f the counties east o f the Continental Divide
have more people born in Montana as a proportion o f their
populations or about the same as the Montana average.
Musselshell and Carter counties are outliers in eastern
Montana with fewer Montana natives. Carter C ounty’
s
border with W yoming and South Dakota probably accounts
s recent coal mine
for its outlier status. Musselshell C ounty’
expansion brought in more people, som e from other states.
Unfortunately, ACS estimates have a margin o f error

Figure 1

Native Montanan Status

Source: American Community Survey, U.S. Census Bureau.
2D
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associated with each item. In other words, an estimate is
between a lower and upper bound. Figure 2 shows how
these ACS estimates can be portrayed. Sanders County has
the lowest number o f residents born in Montana according
to the ACS. The point estimate for Sanders County o f
native residents is 36 percent compared to 54 percent
for Montana as a whole. The margin o f error for Sanders
County is 3 percent, so the true estimate for Sanders
County is between 33 and 39 percent. The margin o f error
for Montana is nearly zero, while counties with smaller
populations have larger margins o f error. The margin o f error

for Wibaux County is plus or minus 5.6 percent. The margin
o f error for Petroleum County, Montanas least populated
county, is 10.3 percent.
While the American Community Survey is a great source
o f detailed information about Montanas population, users
must be aware that any estimates have a margin o f error, some
quite large. Use the data with care. □
James T. Sylvester is an economist with The University o f
Montana Bureau o f Business and Economic Research.

Figure 2

Percent o f County Residents Born in Montana

Source: American Community Survey, U.S. Census Bureau.
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